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Getting Started

Welcome to the Store Credit & Refund Documentation.

Here you will find everything you need to set up Store Credit and create a flexible policy for crediting and quick refunding.

Our extension allows you to convert customer's return into store credit. Each order, opted for refund, can be easily turned to the special deposit
on customer's own balance, and immediately used for shopping.

 

How to install extension

 

Quick Start

Our Store Credit & Refund extension for M2 is a simple, yet powerful extension, that allows customers to build complex policies with a
minimum efforts. The most of its functions work out-of-box, and once you've installed it - you can refund your orders to the Store Credit
balances.

However, if you intend to create a complex policy, you will need a fresh quick start to help you build your program.

Backup your store database and web directory.1.

Login to SSH console of your server and navigate to root directory of Magento 2 store.2.

Run command composer require mirasvit/module-credit3.

Run command php -f bin/magento module:enable Mirasvit_Core Mirasvit_Report Mirasvit_Credit  for enable extension.4.

Run command php -f bin/magento setup:upgrade  to install extension.5.

Run command php -f bin/magento cache:clean  for clean cache.6.

Deploy static view files

rm -rf pub/static/*; rm -rf var/view_preprocessed/*; php -f bin/magento setup:static-content:deploy

7.

You can control your customers balances using Balances section, and quickly correct them using manual transactions.1.

You can allow customers to easily replenish their balances with special Credit Products, which you can create for your customers.2.

You can promote your products and earn loyalty of your customers by creating cashbacks and special deposits on purchase. Our Earning
Rules will help you to make them.

3.

You can monitor efficiency of your crediting and refund policy with our Reports and Transactions Grid.4.

You can also tune up your Store Credit extension, using our Settings section in Configuration.5.



This should be a good beginning.

Refer to appropriate sections of our manual to have more info.

 

Store Credit Settings

This section describes all settings, that you can use for configuring your crediting and refunding policy.

They are located at Sales -> Store Credit -> Settings and divided into the following subsections:

General Settings

Store Credit Calculation

Email Notification Settings

General Settings

Option Description

Enable Refund To Store Credit (default value for credit memo) Enables refunding to Store Credit balance

Auto apply Store Credit for shopping cart Allow to automatically apply maximum possible amount from Store
Credit balance to cart

Enable Sending Credit to Customer Enables/disables possibility of sending credits to other customer.
Important Note: After changing this option, you need to purge your
cache.

Store Credit Calculation

Option Description

Include tax to Store Credit Includes taxes, when applying credit amount to order total

Include shipping to Store Credit Includes shipping fees (if any selected), when applying credit amount
to order total

Email Notification Settings

Combine all features above and build a flexible crediting policy, which will make your store better and cozy for your loyal customers.6.



Option DescriptionOption Description

Email Sender Sets email, which will be set as sender of Store Credit email notification.
It is selected as one of standard, listed in Configuration -> General ->
Store Email Addresses.

Enable balance update email Allow sending a notificator to customer, when his/her Store Credit
balance is updated.

Template of Balance Update Email Sets template for a notificator, which is enabled/disabled above. More
info can be found in How-To corresponding subsection.

 

Customers' Balances

Customers' Balance Grid
All customers balances can be seen in one place, using Sales -> Store Credit -> Customers grid.

There customers are organized in records with the following information:

Customer Name - customer name.

Customer Email - customer email.

Balance - current Store Credit balance of the customer.

Updated At - last activity on customer's balance.

Each record is a shortcut to the corresponding customer account, where you can see more detailed information on store credit transactions.

Customer Balance Tab
Our extension allows you to access and manage all customer balance information directly from his/her account record using additional Store
Credit tab.



This tab contains short summary of balance under Balance Information label, where you can see:

Current Balance - current money amount, deposited on the balance.

Last Change - date of last transaction, related to this customer.

Subscribed to email notifications - allows to see, whether customer opted for receive email updates.

Additional Add New Transaction button is a shortcut to simplified Manual Transaction edit dialog, which allows you to quickly add or withdraw
funds from customer balance.

There's also filtered Transactions Grid, which contains all transactions, related to this customer.

 

Transactions

All Store Credit transactions are located at Sales -> Store Credit -> Transactions section. Each of them provides the following information:

Transaction # - ID of the transaction.

Customer Name - name of the customer, for which refund to Store Credit was issued.

Customer Email - email of the that customer.

Date - date of transaction. Filter, available from header allows to show customer transactions only for the selected period.

Balance Change - amount, which was added or withdrawed from balance by current transaction.

Balance - total Store Credit balance of the customer.

Action - action, by which transaction was created. There's the following possible cases:

Refunded - adding to balance, created using Credit Memo, with Refund to Store Credit option.

Earning - adding to balance as a result of triggering of an Earning Rule.

Purchased - adding to balance by purchasing special Credit Product.

Refilled - adding to balance by purchasing special virtual Refill Product.

Used - withdrawal from balance as payment to order.

Manual - manual transaction. It can be both adding and withdrawal. More on this case can be found below.



Additional Message - provides additional information about transaction, f.e. Order id, Credit memo id, and shortcuts to appropriate
documents.

Is Notified? - displays if the balance update email was set to the customer.

Creating Manual Transaction
Manual transaction can be created both for adding and withdrawal from balance. Generally it used for mass actions and correcting customer
balances.

However, it can be used as powerful tool for promotional purposes - such as crediting customers for Black Friday, for example.

To create a manual customer transaction, perform the following steps.

 

Earning Rules

Earning Rules allow you to award customers for placing an order with additional money amount, which will go directly to his/her account and
can be used immediately on next placed order.

It is powerful promotional tool, which can be used for different actions - as you can see in Examples subsection below.

Creating Earning Rule

To create an Earning Rule, go to Sales -> Store Credit -> Earning Rules section, and perform the following steps:

Go to Sales -> Store Credit section, and click Add New transaction button.1.

Store Credit Balance Change - money amount, that should be added or withdrawed from balance.2.

Additional Message - additional information about new transaction. It will be displayed on the Grid, so it should be sensible.3.

In customers list below select customers, that are eligible for this action.4.

Save transaction to apply it (if you selected more than one customer, it will be propagated to all of them as different transactions).5.

Press Add New Rule button, and fill basic fields:

Rule Name - sensical name of the rule.

Is Active - whether this rule should be activated after creation.

Customer Groups - groups of customers, which are eligible for this Earning Rule.

1.

Press Save and Continue Edit to proceed to the next stage.2.

Jump to Conditions & Actions tab, and set earning parameters in Actions subsection:

Earning Type - earning strategy. There can be two possible cases:

Fixed amount - customer is awarded with fixed amount, deposited to his/her Store Credit balance.

Percent of item amount in order - customer is awarded with amount, equal of percentage, calculated from subtotal by particular
item.

Earning amount - depending on strategy, picked in previous option, it can contain either fixed money amount, or corresponding
percentage of subtotal.

3.

If customer should be awarded only on purchasing particular product, you can use Conditions tab to set these products.4.



How to use conditions in Earning Rules
Let's take a look at this screenshot and describe condition from top to bottom: 

Each rule has four possible global modes of applying conditions in respective Conditions tab, shown in special header If *[apply
mode]* of these conditions are *[validation mode]* :
Applying modes define, when rule shall be triggered:

ALL - implies, that rule will be executed only when strictly all conditions were met;

ANY - implies, that rule will be executed only when one or more (but not all) of conditions were met;

Validation modes define, which result can produce each condition to be counted as "met":

TRUE - implies. that conditions should be valid.

FALSE - implies, that conditions should be invalid.

These modes allow to create flexible condition sets to satisfy policy of any complexity.
Conditions are added using green [+] button, and each of them has the same scheme: [property] [operator] [check value] .
There's two possible properties:

Category - category, that product should belong to.

SKU - SKU, that should product have

Operator is the type of check, that should be performed to validate rule. There are the following operators available:

is - arithmetic operator of equality (==)

is not - arithmetic operator of non-equality (!=)

equals of greater then - arithmetic operator >=

equals or less then - arithmetic operator <=

greater then - arithmetic operator >

less then - arithmetic operator <

contains - special operator, which works differently. If check value is an array (should display as drop-down menu), then operator
will search for check value in this array. If value is string, or can be evaluated to string, operator will treat check value as a
substring to find.

does not contains - the same as above, but with negative result

is one of - special operator, which works with user-defined comma-separated array as check value. If this operator used, then
condition is valid, when actual value of property exists in defined array. If property itself is a selection-type (SKU or Category, for
example), then dialog popup will appear to select elements of user-defined array.

is not one of - the same as above, but with negative result





Earning Rules Examples

 

Check value is value, to which will apply operator, selected in previous step. Both of properties, mentioned above allows interactive
pickup.

Deposit $10 to the credit on each purchase
Customer will receive $10 whenever he/she completes an order.

General Information:

Is Active: Yes

Customer Groups: All

Conditions & Actions:

Earning Type: Fixed

Earning Amount: 10



25% of each purchase cashback to the credit
Whenever customer places an order, 25% of his payment is deposited to his/her Store Credit balance.

General Information:

Is Active: Yes

Customer Groups: All

Conditions & Actions:

Earning Type: Percent of item amount in order

Earning Amount: 25



Deposit to the Store Credit 10% of amount, spent for featured products
Whenever customer buys promoted or new products, 10% of his payment is deposited to his/her Store Credit balance.

General Information:

Is Active: Yes

Customer Groups: All

Conditions & Actions:

Conditions: Category is one of 38, 29  (ID's of categories Sales and What's New)

Earning Type: Percent of item amount in order

Earning Amount: 25



Deposit $20 for each purchase of product with blue color
Whenever customer purchases a configurable product with blue color, he/she receives $20 to Store Balance.

General Information:

Is Active: Yes

Customer Groups: All

Conditions & Actions:

Conditions: SKU contains blue

Earning Type: Fixed

Earning Amount: 20

Note: Operator contains  ignores register, so SKU with both Blue  and blue  suffixes will be picked.





Credit product

Credit Products are special types of products, that allow customers to deposit or refill funds at their balances.

There's two types of them:

Credit Products - allows to deposit money to the Store Credit balance at a price.

Refill Virtual Product - allows customer to directly deposit certain amount of money to his/her balance.

Their creation is discussed below, with a set of ready-to-use Examples.

Creating Credit Product
Go to Products → Catalog and create new Credit Product (take a look at screenshot below):

  Note

It is better to have a separate Category for all Credit Products. To create one, go to Products -> Category.

Fill standard field, such as Product Name, SKU and Quantity.1.

Assign this product to the proper categories.2.

Proceed to Credit Price Options subsection and select Price Type. There's three possible options:

Single - creates simple product, which allows customers to deposit certain amount to his/her balance. It triggers following options:

Price Options - can be either Fixed or Percent.

Price - price, that customer should pay in order to deposit credit funds. If Fixed option is selected, than customer should pay
exactly that amount. If Percent is selected, this field contains percentage from Credits value.

Credits - money amount, that should be added to Store Credit balance after order completion.

Fixed - creates configurable product, with a set of possible deposits. Each option has the same options, as in Single price type.

Range - creates product with dynamic price, that can be set by customer. It triggers following additional options:

Price - contains a conversion rate per 1 credit.

Min Credit Amount - minimal Store Credit funds, that can be deposited to balance.

Max Credit Amount - maximum Store Credit funds, that can be deposited to balance.

3.

Save product and make it enabled for purchasing.4.



Creating Refill Virtual Product
Unlike of Credit Products, which make deposit at a certain price, Refill Virtual Product allows to store funds to the Store Credit balance at no
price at all. After order is complete, purchase is completely sent to the Store Credit balance.

There can be only one product of this type.

To create such a product, go to Products -> Catalog and perform the following steps:

Credit Products Examples

Press Add New drop-down button, and select Virtual Product.1.

Add any appropriate properties, except of the following, that should have these values:

SKU - CREDIT

Price - 0

Tax Class - None

2.

Jump to the Customizable Options subsection, and add appropriate options, which will act as a vouchers for depositing money. For
detailed information, how to do it, refer to this section of Magento 2 manual.

3.

Save product and make it enabled for purchasing.4.

Credit product, which deposits $50 to the balance for a fee of $20
Customer will pay $70, and $50 will be transferred to his/her balance on order completion.
Create a Credit Product with the following options:

Credit Price Options:

Price Type: Single

Price Options: Fixed

Price: 70

Credits: 50



Credit product, that allows customer to deposit custom money amount from $100 to $400 at a fee of 20%
Customer will pay $10 for each $8, transferred to his/her Store Credit balance.
Create a Credit Product with the following options:

Credit Price Options:

Price Type: Range

Price: 1.2

Min Credit Amount: 100

Max Credit Amount: 400



Create a set of vouchers for depositing $100, $200 and $300
Customer will select a voucher from drop-down list, and on order competion he/she receives full purchase amount on Store Credit
balance.
Create a Refill Virtual Product and create an option in Customizable Options subsection:

Option properties:



http://docs.magento.com/m2/ce/user_guide/catalog/settings-advanced-custom-options.html


 

Reports

Our extension allows to generate reports about Store Credit operations. For now it provides only general statistics, that can be seen at Sales ->
Store Credit -> Reports.

Report can be generated for the following time periods:

Day

Week

Month

Year

Custom period using date selector, located at the top of the Reports page.

Each report contains the following data, that are visualized both as chart and grid:

Time period - depends of time period, selected in date selector, and can be Day, Week and so on.

Delta - it is difference between funds amount, that were deposited and withdrawn during selected period.

Received - total of funds, that were deposited to the Store Credit balances

Spent - total of funds, that were withdrawn from the Store Credit balances

Number of Transactions - total number of transaction (regardless of type), made during selected time period.

These Reports are simplistic, yet they can be really handy in your crediting and refund policy evaluation.

 

How To

Option Title: Vouchers

Option Type: Drop-down

Required: Yes

Option 1:

Title: $100 Voucher

Price: 100

Price Type: Fixed

SKU: CREDIT-100

Option 2:

Title: $200 Voucher

Price: 200

Price Type: Fixed

SKU: CREDIT-200

Option 3:

Title: $400 Voucher

Price: 300

Price Type: Fixed

SKU: CREDIT-300

Here is a screenshot for your reference: ![Vouchers(/images/refill_vouchers.png)



This section describes the most common issues and their solution, and consists of the following subsections.

Customizing Email Template for Store Credit Balance Update

Customizing Email Template for Store Credit Balance Update.

 

How to upgrade extension

To upgrade extension follow next steps:

Go to Marketing -> Communications -> Email Templates, and press Add New Template button.1.

Find subsection Mirasvit_Credit subsection in Template field, and pick Balance Update option. Then press Load Template button to
load our basic template.

2.

Customize template, as you need, and save it.3.

Go to Sales -> Store Credit -> Settings -> Email Notification Settings and in Template of Balance Update Email field pick up your
new template.

4.

Save configuration.5.

Backup your store database and web directory.1.

Login to SSH console of your server and navigate to root directory of Magento 2 store.2.

Run command composer require mirasvit/module-credit:* --update-with-dependencies  to update current extension with all
dependencies.

  Note

In some cases the command above is not applicable, it's not possible to update just current module, or you just need to upgrade all
Mirasvit modules in a bundle. In this case command above will have no effect.  
 
Run instead composer update mirasvit/*  command. It will update all Mirasvit modules, installed on your store.  
 

3.

Run command php -f bin/magento setup:upgrade  for install updates.4.

Run command php -f bin/magento cache:clean  for clean cache.5.

Deploy static view files

rm -rf pub/static/*; rm -rf var/view_preprocessed/*; php -f bin/magento setup:static-content:deploy

6.


